Announcing NexGenMed!

Next Generation Medicine: BRI's all new podcast!

Greetings!

BRI has achieved another major milestone in its strategic development as a premier thought leader in free market healthcare solutions with the launching of our new podcast:

Next Generation Medicine

With much thanks to podcast project manager John Flo, BRI-St. Louis University chapter founder and president and 2016-17 BRI intern, NexGenMed is another branch in BRI's educational outreach to medical students and others interested in preserving the patient-doctor relationship.

From physicians established and experienced in Direct Primary Care (DPC), like Dr. Josh Umbehr of AtlasMD and Dr. Keith Smith of the Surgery Center of Oklahoma, to BRI alumni leaders like Trenton Schmale, DO (Marian University College of Osteopathic Medicine), NexGenMed offers substantial, informative material in a digestible podcast format.

We think you're going to love this! Here's a sneak preview of upcoming episodes:
Dr. Josh Umbehr has been a frequent speaker and debater for BRI, including speaking at BRI's yearly Leadership Conference. Dr. Umbehr is a pioneer in family practice DPC with two offices in Kansas. Dr. Josh is mentoring the next generation of doctors in replicating his best practices.

Dr. Keith Smith's cash-based surgery center in Oklahoma City is disrupting "business as usual" in the surgery sphere; hospitals are having to compete with his private practice, and Dr. Smith has become so well-known in the DPC movement that he has testified on Capitol Hill before a congressional committee on healthcare policy. Dr. Smith is influencing the next generation of healthcare policy.

Trenton Schmale, BRI-MUCOM chapter founder & president, has been an enormous contribution to BRI and to his state of residence, Indiana. Mr. Schmale has spoken before Indiana's medical society in efforts to influence their healthcare policy--then returned to BRI's leadership conferences to share his experience and offer sound mentoring advice. Trenton continues to educate and influence the next generation of medical students . . . and today's physicians, as well!

Don't let your friends & colleagues miss out!

So that anyone you know won't miss out on BRI's NexGenMed interviews, please use the "Spread the Word" button (left, or below) to send this email to those in your communities who would benefit from knowing about NexGenMed.

Thank you for your partnership!

Beth Haynes, MD
Medical Director
Benjamin Rush Institute

The Future of Healthcare Policy
By John Flo

The Western Health Care Leadership Academy Conference in San Diego provided an amazing review and discussion of healthcare policy. While everyone was unified in the goal of make healthcare more affordable while protecting
physician quality of life, diverse opinions were represented regarding how to reach that end.

Read John’s blog post

Join or Donate Today!

Please help keep BRI continue its educational outreach efforts to preserve the patient-doctor relationship, especially for the next generation of physicians--today's medical students. Thank you.
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